Baseball or Football?

By Anna Von Reitz

Everyone in America knows about baseball and football. We all know that they are different games, different balls, different playing fields, different players, different scoring systems.

About all they have in common is that they are team sports.

So this whole argument over "U.S. Citizens" versus "American State Citizens" should be easy to grasp.

If you want to organize an actual American State of the Union, like Texas, or Maine, or California, you have to act as an American State Citizen. Play football.

If you want to organize some other kind of "STATE" as a franchise organization belonging to a commercial corporation, it doesn't matter what your political status is. Play baseball.

American State Citizens are the only ones with the right, authority, and responsibility to organize the actual States.

Anybody on Earth including U.S. Citizens and Foreign Nationals can organize a corporation calling itself "MICHIGAN"--- if they are a tadbit dishonest and the rest of us don't catch on.

I already showed you all the Registered Agents for these fake "state" corporations and their parent organizations registered in Nevada.

There is also the past history of commercial corporations pulling exactly this same schtick on us -- "The United States of America, Incorporated" (Scottish, 1868) and "the" United States of America, Incorporated (Delaware, 1925) and all the "States of States" listed on Dunn and Bradstreet.

So, if that is the kind of "State" you want to organize, go right on ahead and follow the lead of Destry Payne and the Michigan General Jural Assembly and continue to act as "US Citizens".

You can play baseball if you want to.

Just don't try to tell me that you're playing football instead.

I and my friends are serious about operating in the correct capacity and assembling that actual land jurisdiction States to take care of business that has been left hanging since 1865.

In choosing to do this, we are aware of the legal obstacles that have been placed in our way and we have taken appropriate action to remove those obstacles. That means doing our paperwork and educating ourselves to operate as Lawful Persons.

There will soon be a streamlined system to accomplish the paperwork, a State by State Recording Office, and a weekly teleconference for The American States Assembly. I won't be moderating, but I will come on every week and answer questions directly.

Lots of people are coming to me upset by the mud-slinging coming from various "news" sources --- like loony accusations that I, a Great-Grandma, from Big Lake, Alaska, am a CIA Operative.
I don't have to think too hard to know there's no proof of that Whopper.

It did cause me to blow coffee through my nose and gasp a little, but then, I guess if you are irresponsible enough, you can say anything about anybody.

Others are accusing me of selling a "Cabal version" of work they did.

If there are similarities between information in my articles and work done by the MGJA, it's because there is one history of Assemblies in America and the work of assembling an actual State is similar to assembling a STATE, though the end results are profoundly different.

Maybe my basic analogy should be between two other games -- chess and checkers -- that share the same game board.

You can use pretty much the same processes to build an unincorporated State (my aim) as you would use to build an incorporated commercial franchise STATE, but the results are profoundly different in terms of powers and jurisdictions.

Therein lies the rub. That's how even I was deceived into supporting what MGJA was doing for so long.

But, unavoidably, if you build an organization of US Citizens, you end up with a STATE operating in sea or air jurisdictions, and if you build using American State Citizens you end up with a land jurisdiction State.

The same parties accuse me of "profit motives". Oh, yeah, I am getting rich on this. That's why I have to beg my Readers for donations for The Living Law Firm almost every month.

If it's not an earthquake, it's three transmissions falling out of three different cars, all within the week. It really helps our bottom line that 85% of the people we help are already broke themselves from fighting tax agencies and the foreclosure mill and the rest of the British privateering operations that are dry-docked on our shores.

Anyone with a brain --- my desired audience --- will realize that if making money was my goal, a paperback for $12.95 -- which barely pays for the paper and ink to print it, wouldn't be the way to do it.

They'd also realize that I already published the material for free and left it standing on my website so that anyone too poor to buy a paperback book has constant access to the information, even if its less convenient.

If making money were the point, I'd be selling "Freedom Packages" for thousands of dollars and acting as a consultant for commercial corporations. Or just sitting back on the bleachers and enjoying my own retirement instead of spending it all on research and paperwork and correspondence, etc., etc., and support for our Team.

I guess the idea that there are some people out here who are just plain old Americans -- and proud of it -- doesn't hit home with these folks.

Just use the Rule of Thumb: the Liars among us always accuse others of what they are guilty of themselves. Maybe they are CIA Agents or DOD or UN, more likely. Maybe they have little kitties stashed away for trips to Morocco? Maybe Destry cleans up real good and looks like James Bond when he is on vacation?

No doubt the real "Operatives" tell jokes about how gullible we are.

And no doubt it is up to us to know what game we are playing.
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